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ABOUT THIS REPORT
PMMI conducted its 14th annual Top-to-Top Summit on March
10-12, 2019 at the Sawgrass Marriott Golf Resort & Spa in Ponte
Vedra, Florida. As shown in the graphic below, the Top-to-Top Summit
is one of three in PMMI’s suite of Continuous Improvements
forums in which CPGs, OEMs and Contract Packagers gather to
discuss some of the greatest production operations challenges and
opportunities to collaborate on solution development.
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DISCOVERY

DISCUSSION

SOLUTIONS

Vision 2025 – Where CPGs
share their most significant
challenges and opportunities
through “voice of the
customer” focus groups.

Top to Top Summit – Where
CPGs and OEMs meet to
discuss these challenges
and opportunities for
addressing them.

Solutions Groups - Develop the
OpX Leadership Network work
products through the collective
wisdom of thought leaders in the
CPG and OEM community.
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This report focuses on the highlights from both panel conversations and
roundtable discussions during the Summit in three critical areas:
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COLLABORATION
AND INNOVATION

LEVERAGING
ROBOTICS

UTILIZING
AR AND VR

Partnering for improved
Obsolescence Management

on the Road to
Automation

for Remote
Equipment Access
and Beyond
AR: Augmented Reality
VR: Virtual Reality

This 2019 Top-to-Top Summit report is an aggregated summary of the Subject
Matter Experts’ panel conversations, the roundtable participants’ discussions and
rankings by all of the items most important to them. These rankings are presented
as “Box Scores” at the end of each section.
So just what do obsolescence management, robotics, augmented and virtual reality
have in common? Turns out that from the perspective of this year’s Top-to-Top
participants – a lot! In fact, there is a common, unified theme that courses its way
through all the panel conversations and roundtable discussions: balancing the everaccelerating pace of technological change with people’s ever-diminishing ability to
keep up with it.
In 1922, William F. Ogburn, a sociologist, was one of the earliest thought leaders to
show that innovation, especially technological innovation, advances at a faster pace,
whereas societal norms tend to resist change and move slower. He referred to the
gap between the two as “cultural lag.” As you’ll see throughout this report, this
“cultural lag” permeates much of the discussion among the participants at PMMI’s
2019 Top-to-Top Summit and is the focus of both the challenges they face and the
solutions they’re putting into play to address them.

Special thanks
to the following
panelists:

Dale Andersen Delkor Systems, Inc.
Josh Becker The Hershey Company
Robert Champion Nestle USA
James Couch Smithfield Foods, Inc.
Dave DeVries Amway Corporation
Chris Darling Beech-Nut Nutrition
Greg Flickinger GTI
Rick Fox Fox IV Technologies, Inc.
Dana Greenly Emerson Automation
Solutions

Paul Irvine Plexpack Corp.
Tom Miller General Mills
Dave Navin Spee-Dee Packaging
Machinery, Inc.
Mike Odom HolwegWeber
Jim Prunesti Conagra Brands
Paul Schaum Pretzels, Inc.
Nancy Wilson Morrison Container
Handling Solutions
Joe Zembas The J.M. Smucker Company
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COLLABORATION AND INNOVATION:
Partnering for Improved Obsolescence Management
OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Of all the reasons things
change, they generally
fall into one of three large
categories: Leadership,
Evolution and Crisis.
From the perspective
of this year’s Top-to-Top
Summit participants,
this model seems to
hold true when it comes
to their obsolescence
management strategies.

Those relying on Leadership to address obsolescence management
report that they:
a Have become much more aware of the importance of obsolescence issues and are
working diligently to stay ahead of the obsolescence curve
a Are actively funding obsolescence projects across their organization wherever possible
a Are developing a roadmap for replenishing parts and controls in order to have an
agreed-upon plan for addressing the obsolescence challenge
a Would see it as a failure in leadership not to invest in future infrastructure and are prioritizing
all machine needs and distinguishing them by “must have” and “nice to have”
a Proactively replace controls systems as part of a regular program of maintenance
and upgrades covered under their MRO function (Maintenance, Repair and Operating
Supplies)
a Focus on how long they want to keep an asset and strategize accordingly
a Prioritize replacement with a careful eye on the point of diminishing returns on the
investment
a Are putting in place a “Boneyard” strategy featuring asset sharing among divisions
(plants) within a company
a As OEMs, have a strategy in place to maintain and support electronic components
for 10 years, but with the speed of technological innovation this is becoming more
difficult to maintain

Those more prone to rely on Evolution or Crisis to address their
obsolescence management note that they:
a Are not as proactive as they should be and currently have no obsolescence strategy in
place
a Run to failure and then rely on maintenance to fix things – “when it breaks, we fix it”
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Coupled with their position on change, Top-to-Top Summit participants cite several
other key considerations regarding their obsolescence management strategies:
Equipment, Inventory and Financial.

Among the Equipment considerations
they identify are:

Among the Financial
considerations they identify are:

a Variation in obsolescence management
strategies by equipment type and controls
systems – they note that the greater emphasis
on obsolescence is on controls systems rather
than machines per se

a Determining how the depreciation of
assets are considered – finance may
see it differently than operations and
procurement may not want to replace
what’s still running on the plant floor.
Additionally, the view may be different in
privately-held companies versus publiclytraded companies

a The pressure to go more digital in order to
compete, e.g., better collection and use of data
for a variety of performance measurements, etc.
a Working with OEM’s to help upgrade and
refurbish older equipment and controls systems
and to help CPGs re-think obsolescence
a Balancing the acquisition of new PLC’s
(Programmable Logic Controllers) with upgrades
on older ones
a Having to patch together equipment on lines
when equipment is at various stages of
obsolescence – keeping machines and controls
systems talking to each other, much like a
“Frankenstein Line”

Among the Inventory considerations
they identify are:
a Managing the challenges associated with finding
and stocking outdated parts once a supplier has
discontinued them – many note they are active
on eBay and other sources for these parts,
supplies, etc.
a Developing the right approach to gradually
cycling out obsolete parts from their inventories
a Relying on 3D printing to reduce or eliminate
inventory with the proviso that OEMs are
involved to ensure the quality of parts being
3D printed

a Some CPGs report that they are moving
to a 10-year depreciation lifecycle for
controls systems with 15 years actual
life
a How best to utilize an NPV (Net Present
Value) approach in determining when
to repair versus replace equipment,
controls systems, etc. in order to realize
production operations improvements
a For some CPGs, obsolescence is more
of a financial issue than a technological
one – for them, obsolescence is more
about the asset still adding value than
having the newest technology;
a For most participants, determining the
financial ROI on innovation investments
is of utmost importance
a There is also a strong focus on the
need for robust cybersecurity when
discussing obsolescence, especially
as it relates to the balance between
IT (Information Technology) and OT
(Operations Technology)
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GREATEST CHALLENGES FACED IN
OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT

While this year’s Summit
participants had a lot
to say regarding their
greatest challenges
in obsolescence
management, their
responses fit into a few
essential categories
reviewable below:
Fear and Uncertainty,
Risk Assessment,
Standardizing Platforms,
Upgrading, Safety,
Communication, Cost
and Workforce Skills.

Fear and Uncertainty
a The rate-of-change and not knowing what’s coming down the
pike, especially for electrical and controls, is a big challenge for
most CPGs (from their OEMs) and OEMs (from their suppliers).

Risk Assessment
a Most CPGs report struggling with the degree to which PLCs and
servos are obsolete and exactly what risks are associated with
this. Getting a true, objective picture of what will break down or
have the greatest catastrophic effect on operations is not always
easy to discern thus the need for a robust risk assessment
regarding obsolescence is needed.
a For OEMs, determining what parts to keep in stock for CPGs
is challenging. Especially if the parts the CPG purchased don’t
turn at the rate projected and the CPG wants the OEM to buy
them back and keep them in stock. The challenge is for OEMs
to assess the risk of these parts as they become obsolete. For
CPGs there’s a risk in not being able to get the parts anymore.
a Another risk that both CPGs and OEMs identify is risk associated
with lead times when CPGs want a product now, but the supplier
can’t get it to them for months. This is a lead time problem for
the OEM and a potential downtime problem for the CPG.
a Determining the greatest risk of replacing a workable machine
that occasionally fails is a challenge reported by some CPGs.
Some noted that they document failures and risks in an effort
to justify new purchases and/or upgrades. This, too, involves an
objective, robust risk assessment process.

Standardizing Platforms
a One particular challenge identified by most CPGs is managing
multiple-platforms across multiple lines or plants. In one example,
a CPG pointed out that they use 5-6 controls platforms plus code
across a large number of OEMs. They note that conforming to a
standard platform is needed with code portable across plants and
assets as well.
a CPGs also point out that the obsolescence of software, now
unloadable on new platforms, is an issue for them.
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Upgrading
a One of the greatest challenges CPGs face in
obsolescence is upgrading controls systems for which
modernization kits (including retrofit and replacement)
could be the solution.
a A particular difficulty is in upgrading in a highly
connected environment – machines and components
must be able to talk to each other.
a Updating electrical drawings is an especially big
challenge for CPGs who often find themselves working
off of totally outdated or slightly revised drawings;
a Many CPGs report that procurement often pushes back
on expensive upgrade requests asking, “do we have to
do it now?”
a CPGs report that connectivity is the biggest challenge
with old equipment. Plants often want the old
technology on new equipment because of familiarity.
The problem is that old technology doesn’t play nice
with new equipment.
a CPGs note that one of the greatest challenges in
upgrading is finding spare parts. While mechanical
parts can sometimes be reverse engineered, electrical
components present a greater challenge.

Safety
a Safety considerations in obsolescence management
is a big challenge for participants as well and involves
maintaining current and new safety requirements
while addressing obsolescence. This is especially true
for any equipment for which there are food safety
requirements.
a Another safety consideration involves balancing costs
with worker safety and ergonomics of equipment.
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Communication
a One challenge for CPGs is when an OEM announces obsolescence
of a product that the CPG just purchased a significant amount of just
a few years earlier. A clearly communicated obsolescence schedule
between the two could prevent similar experiences in the future
a Another challenge for both CPGs and OEMs are mergers or
acquisitions leading to the loss of the obsolescence
communication and/or depreciation schedule. There is no
continuity of communications
a A related challenge for both CPGs and OEMs is determining the
right push/pull notification process to ensure proper communication
between the two. This is a matter of aligning the roles and
responsibilities of obsolescence communication between the two
a Several CPG participants noted that they are using a third-party
resource to help manage both storerooms and obsolescence issues.
Others noted that they handle them in-house to ensure effective
communication with OEMs regarding obsolescence issues
a Both CPGs and OEMs cite the need for solid directions and
rules around how to assess the risks of obsolescence so that
each respective organization accepts the analysis in order to set
obsolescence priorities
a CPGs also note the need for a common understanding of how IT and
OT interface relative to obsolescence issues
a CPGs point out that sudden halts to controls systems can have
catastrophic consequences for them – CPGs need to know when
machines or controls are becoming obsolete
a One challenge that CPGs note is when the obsolescence of products
or components is pre-announced, but still built into new lines anyway.
They’d like to see improved communications between them, the
OEMs and other suppliers

8
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Costs
a Assessing future costs is a challenge for many CPGs. They
note that upgrading components is affordable now, but will
increase in the future
a For many CPGs, justifying the costs of new equipment,
controls or upgrades to them with procurement continues to
be a big challenge
a Another challenge for CPGs occurs when new equipment
results in moderate productivity improvements, but downtime
with old equipment is even more costly. They note that a TCO
(Total Cost of Ownership) perspective could help get a better
understanding of true costs in this example
a One of the key challenges for some CPGs is determining
how quickly RONA (Return on Net Assets) will rise when
considering obsolescence management, i.e. can it meet a
percentage mandate?

Workforce Skills
a One critical obsolescence challenge for CPGs is addressing
the knowledge gap on legacy equipment with newer
technicians. More training and cross-training by OEMs
coupled with CPG mentoring programs could address this
challenge
a Likewise, the technical capability needed to address controls
issues is a challenge for CPGs
a CPGs also point out the skills deficit in managing projects,
especially when it comes to obsolescence management.
Problems here are with ownership of the obsolescence
issues and the transfer of knowledge to address them,
particularly when it comes to maintenance
a One of the biggest challenges here is getting people to
take time to work through these obsolescence issues – it’s
a combination of skills and time. When both are absent,
obsolescence management suffers
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR OEMS AND CONTRACT PACKAGERS TO IMPROVE
OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT

Among this year’s Summit
participants, CPGs, OEMs
and Contract Packagers all
see significant opportunities
to collaborate with one
another to improve
obsolescence management.
More specifically, they
identified Awareness and
Planning and Actions to
Be Taken as key areas for
improvement.

Awareness and Planning

32

15

a Both CPGs and OEMs see a strong need to develop an “Asset Awareness Strategy”
that gets both on the same page regarding the obsolescence controls and other
components. Communication of discontinued products should be shared early by
suppliers to their OEMs and by OEMs to their CPGs
a As a part of this strategy, OEMs could help CPGs develop a replacement plan for
these machines, controls and other components. This plan would have a significant
impact for finance
a CPGs and OEMs can collaborate to develop a closed loop system for the constant
assessment of obsolescence issues. As a part of this assessment, OEMs could
provide an obsolescence path to upgradeability of machines and especially controls.
Perhaps this is a topic for PMMI’s OpX Leadership Network to consider
a Both agree that obsolescence issues could be built into the RFP (Request for
Proposal) in the early stages of a project and during the FAT (Factory Acceptance Test)
a One of the most significant opportunities seen by CPGs is the use of a standard
evaluation process to know where your risks are regarding obsolescence

Actions to Be Taken
a OEMs could take the lead on creating a clearinghouse or building a repository of the
obsolescence schedules for machines, controls and other components – sort of a
one-stop shopping experience for all to get on the same page regarding
obsolescence schedules
a Modernization kits (upgrades) could be developed by suppliers to OEMs and
OEMs to CPGs as a way to address the obsolescence of machines, controls and
other components
a For the items above, OEMs could charge a subscription fee for ongoing support
and upgrades to address obsolescence issues
a CPGs could leverage the benefits of lean 5S by cleaning out and organizing the shop
floor including parts management in order to catch potential obsolescence problems
a Both CPGs and OEMs see the need for controls suppliers to be more proactive
relative to the obsolescence of their products as controls systems provide data
on production operations performance, so CPGs must keep up to speed on
controls systems
a CPGs note that equipment operations need to become more intuitive like a
smartphone and suggest that controls schemes should be treated more like apps with
regular updates
a Many CPGs see an opportunity for more proactive communication and monitoring
of stock room levels as a way to address their obsolescence challenges. This would
involve both OEMs and other suppliers
a Some CPGs note that they are using standard components that are already out of
date, so OEMs and CPGs need to get on the same page
a Overall, obsolescence management presents significant opportunities for CPGs,
OEMs and other suppliers to collaborate
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BOX

SCORE

Here’s a snapshot of your shared ideas, ranked
according to number of audience votes.

GREATEST CHALLENGES

OPPORTUNITIES FOR SOLUTIONS

35

Proliferation of platforms and a lack
of standardization

46

Proactive communication between
CPGs and OEMs, monitoring stock levels,
virtual respository, economical path

32

Anticipating what’s coming down the
pipe regarding electrical and controls

27

Ability to conduct risk assessment
process to better understand
obsolescence

15

Keeping up with the rate of change

19

Modernization kits as an upgrade or in
kind replacement

10

Communication between
equipment, internal and external

16

Assessing the financial impact
related to obsolescence

10

Maintaining safety around issue of
obsolescence

15

Adding obsolescence management
to RFP process

9

Lack of awareness or blind spot

4

Traceability by OEM on products sold

3

Food safety pertaining to Obsolescence

3

Proactive communication on equipment
standards
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LEVERAGING ROBOTICS ON THE ROAD TO AUTOMATION
Operational Challenges for Which Robotics Could (or Did)
Provide a Solution

Participants at this year’s Top-toTop Summit face many operational
challenges for which they are
using or considering using robots
as a solution. Several CPGs have
adopted the popular categorization
of these operational challenges as
the 3D’s – Dirty, Dangerous and
Dull functions.

Here are some of the functions identified by Summit
participants:
a Wherever there are ergonomic and heaving lifting issues
a Wherever there are hazardous environments regarding worker safety
a Wherever there is a need for sanitary conditions regarding
product handling
a AGV’s (Automated Guided Vehicles) in the warehouse or
loading platforms
a Wherever you can consider replacing or assisting human labor
a Picking and placing delicate products
a Cartoning, case packing and wrapping operations – loading corrugate
onto cartoner
a Palletizing end of line operations – loading multiple packs into variety
packs
a Wherever there are repetitive tasks
a Quality inspections with 3D visioning systems

Summit participants also identified some of the
advantages of robotics:
a For many CPGs, robots save money, reduce injury and reduce the
amount of damaged product
a Additionally, robots make operations more flexible, effective and
efficient
a One particular benefit noted by CPGs is that robotics can help remove
bottlenecks in production operations by exposing some inefficiencies
in upstream operations
a Most CPGs point out that robotics are significant in addressing many
of the challenges brought on by the SKU proliferation, especially when
it comes to meeting the demands of retail-ready packaging
a Robotics allow for flexibility and modularity with EOAT (End of Arm
Tooling) options to meet a variety of production operations challenges.
solutions focused
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GREATEST OBSTACLES IN IMPLEMENTING ROBOTICS

Out of the roundtable discussions at this year’s Top-to-Top Summit
participants identified a laundry list of obstacles to implementing
robotics. Their responses fit into five key areas reviewable below:
Operations, Workforce, Costs, Sanitation and Safety.

Operations
a One of the greatest obstacles to implementing robotics is the very question of
whether or not robotics is even the right solution for a specific operational challenge.
Both CPGs and OEMs encourage looking at the problem first and determining what
would be coming into the robotics space before automatically adopting a robotics
solution. They note that robotics may be only one of many possible solutions and
caution not to adopt a robotics (technology) solution and then go looking for a
problem to solve with it
a One key obstacle to implementing robotics is the task-to-task variability (lack of
flexibility) in an operation where there is variability in the location of a part (object)
that makes a robotic solution more difficult. Related to this are space constraints
where a robot’s constrained motion is critical in situations where the robot comes into
contact with a constrained object. CPGs and OEMs also point out that robots require
more physical space than humans, so footprint size can be an obstacle for robotics
implementation
a Both CPGs and OEMs point out that embedding robot controls with other machine
controllers can be difficult. This relates to the variability of controls systems platforms
by OEMs and other suppliers alluded to earlier in the obsolescence management
discussions. It also creates challenges for integrators who integrate machines,
controls and other technologies
a CPGs and OEMs also point out the need to comply with ANSI (American National
Standards Institute) relative to the implementation and operation of robots
a Choosing a robot can present an obstacle for CPGs. For example, horizontal case
packers are preferable over top loading case packers for some CPGs as operators can
clear jams and get things done quicker
a For some CPGs, realizing the true capability of machines is an obstacle to successful
robotics implementation. CPGs and OEMs have to collaborate more effectively to
bridge the gap between the actual and promised capability of a machine
a CPGs point out that the integration of machines across a line (or lines) requires a
certain level of “line maturity” (interoperability of machines, components, robotics,
etc.) in order to realize the full benefits of the line(s). They note that part of this is
related to machines and equipment and part is related to the skills deficit of the
workforce to understand and operate the line effectively. By extension, there is also a
“supply chain maturity” requirement to handle automation throughout the
supply chain
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a CPGs also note that variation in packaging and packaging materials specifications can be an
obstacle to the successful implementation of robotics
a Some CPGs point out that some projects simply cannot be automated with robotics, e.g., frozen
pizza production – could take 40 robots to do the work of 12 people in some cases
a Another obstacle to robotics for some CPGs involves quality checking. They note that while yield
may go up with robots, you have to be careful that robots aren’t overlooking key quality factors
that a human might reject. Conversely, they caution that humans may reject too many items to
show that they are a necessary part of the process in order to justify their jobs
a Some CPGs note that they have to have in-house troubleshooting capability with all facets of
robotics. They point out that if they rely too heavily on OEMs, production slows as OEMs have to
send in a service technician for maintenance or to correct a problem
a Another key obstacle CPGs note in implementing robotics is connectivity (e.g., Wi-Fi, cloud, etc.)
which can create security risks with robots. They point out that the IT infrastructure must be
updated before bringing in robots and that they may need to partner with cloud service providers
to solve these connectivity related issues
a Some CPGs note that there is a real opportunity for OEMs to get involved early in the R&D
stage in order to help CPGs and OEMs get on the same page, e.g., getting engineers, safety
team, R&D, operations, etc. together to get everyone, especially safety teams, comfortable with
robotics implementation. They recommend starting a robots standards group to
offer safety training and conducting a pre- and post-safety audit in order to establish
standards that are right for your company

Workforce
a Most Summit participants agreed that one of the greatest obstacles to
robotics implementation is the reluctance of older workers to embrace
new technologies – the integration of robotics with the workforce. One
force driving this is fear of job loss on the part of the current workforce
a On the positive side, several CPGs report that automated robots and AGV’s
in the warehouse were a difficult sell early on, but objections eventually
subsided once workers saw the WIFM (What’s in It For Me)
a One big challenge noted by CPGs is finding qualified workers to run
projects (operate and maintain) with advanced automation and robotics.
A related challenge is building the technical competency among workers
to realize the benefits of advanced automation. In some cases, CPGs are
having to rely on outside resources while dealing with these recruitment
and training issues
a Alluded to above in the operational obstacles section, breaking down
silos and fostering cross-functional teams is a major obstacle to the
successful implementation of robotics among CPGs. Engaging workers
and getting them playing nicely together is a constant theme regarding the
improvement of CPG production operations
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Costs
a As one might expect, justifying the cost of robotics and their implementation is almost always one
of the greatest obstacles for CPGs – particularly justifying the investment and calculating the ROI.
Some CPGs report that justifying the cost of robotics is especially stringent in their companies
a Some CPGs report that it’s cheaper to pay the labor costs than to invest in robotics and the cost to
train workers
a CPGs also report that industrial robots can be too expensive to go into a line for short runs and
small projects of which many CPGs are doing more of
a As shown above in the obsolescence section, another obstacle for CPGs regarding the
implementation of robotics is the question of obsolescence – will the robot be viable by the time it
realizes its payback
a Some CPGs point out that they are taking a TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) approach to robotics
implementation by looking at both acquisition costs and operating costs, not just entry costs

Sanitation
a Most CPGs note that one obstacle for robotics implementation involves
determining the long-term sanitation and cleanability of the robot(s).
This is especially true where CPGs must comply with FSMA (Food
Safety Modernization Act) as well as state, local and other third-party
requirements
a Some CPGs point out that robots have to be cleanable in such a way
(set off to the side) that they don’t drip and drain on product below
or nearby. A related concern is allergen sensitivity where frequently
production is confined to a separate room with separate lines. They
also note that proper CIP (Clean in Place) procedures are a concern
with robots

Safety
a Most CPGs note that worker safety issues are among the biggest
concerns when considering robotics implementation. Both the
perception of robotics safety and the actual validation of safety
protocols are significant here. A cultural shift in safety perception is
needed if robots are to help solve some of the CPGs productions
operations
a Although noted in the operational obstacles section above, it is worth
repeating that some CPGs recommend starting a robots standards
group to offer safety training and conducting a pre- and post-safety audit
in order to establish standards that are right for your company and gain
buy-in into robotics implementation
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IMPACT OF ROBOTICS IMPLEMENTATION
ON WORKFORCE CHALLENGES

As shown below in the
Summit participants’
responses to the impact
robotics has on their
workforce challenges, the
popular perception that robots
are job killers is a myth. To the
contrary, most CPGs report
that robotics implementation
has the opposite effect – it
creates or enhances jobs and
tends to redeploy the workers
affected by it. Here are some
of the Summit participants’
responses:

a Our company has a no-layoff policy as a result of robotics
implementation. We redeploy people where they can advance their
knowledge and skills and enjoy the benefits of a higher wage scale
a Robotics implementation in our company has created jobs and
training opportunities for the operation, maintenance and repair of
robots
a By implementing robotics in our company, we have increased
demands on workers upstream from the robots to improve their
processes so that robots are better able to handle operations
downstream
a With the current labor shortage, our company has been forced to
automate in order to keep production operations running. We either
can’t find people, or they don’t want to work night shifts or weekends
a Our company made the mistake of assuming we could remove
headcount by automating (some with robots) some functions but
didn’t realize all the other things that workers were doing related to
these functions that add extra costs. As a result, we were able to
reconfigure some functions and redeploy workers without reducing
headcount
a On the one hand, when you automate you have to find skilled workers
to manage the tasks. We’ve been able to redeploy workers and train
them for a higher skill set
a Our company is looking in some non-traditional places for people to
do automated jobs, e.g., not looking for an engineer or an operations
person, but someone younger who’s familiar with video games
a In our company, we’ve found that people aren’t as resistant to robots
as they used to be
a Younger generation does not want to do manual work that workers
used to do, so robotics can be a solution to that
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BOX

SCORE

Here’s a snapshot of your shared ideas, ranked
according to number of audience votes.

OPERATIONAL CHALLENGES

GREATEST OBSTACLES

38

Finding and training skilled workforce

41

Maturity of supply chain to handle
automation

30

Three Ds, dangerous, dirty and dull

35

ROI issues

23

Multipacking/variety packing

15

Breaking down internal organizational
silos

22

Identify a true need

12

Obsolescence challenges

12

Speed of operation changes

10

Sanitation related issues

6

Not understanding ANSI standards
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UTILIZING AR (AUGMENTED REALITY) AND VR (VIRTUAL REALITY) FOR
REMOTE EQUIPMENT ACCESS AND BEYOND
AR/VR JOURNEY LOCATION AND WHERE IMPLEMENTING

Although the technology has
been around for a while now,
most food and beverage
manufacturers report that
they are in the early stages
of adopting AR (Augmented
Reality) and VR (Virtual Reality).
They also note that they’d like
to see more AR/VR technology
at the PACK EXPO shows. For
them, telepresence – a virtual,
not physical presence – is the
essential attraction of AR/VR
technology. Areas in which they
are using AR/VR include Service
and Support, Document
Accessibility, Design and Build,
Factory Acceptance Testing and
Demos and Training.

Service and Support
a Several OEMs are using 3D animation to illustrate to CPGs how to
service and maintain their equipment
a Some CPGs are using wearable devices (glasses mostly) to service
or troubleshoot equipment in their plants while OEM service
technicians are watching remotely and advising on proper service
and assisting with troubleshooting. In some cases, the OEMs
provide the necessary hardware (devices) to the CPG
a CPGs and OEMs point out that the choice of device is often
determined by whether the user needs to be hands-free or not.
They also note that in some cases Skype or FaceTime may be
more useful
a CPGs also note that utilizing this technology could be very helpful
in addressing their changeover challenges. They would like to be
able to put on the glasses with the OEMs and walk through the
necessary steps for the most efficient changeover
a In other instances, CPGs report that they are able to use devices
to access a QR code on a particular area of a machine that is
troublesome resulting in the pop up of a manual or video that
shows how to fix the problem
a Most CPGs point out that having AR or VR glasses (or other
devices) is a real differentiator for OEMs when working with
current or potential CPG customers
a Some CPGs report early experimentation using digital twins – a
virtualized replica of a facility or plant (Industry Week) – in order to
model different scenarios and use the results to improve production
operations and boost workers’ skills and knowledge

Document Accessibility
a Both CPGs and OEMs report that one of the quickest ways to
get into the AR/VR arena is through quicker and easier access to
documents and information that already exists. The idea here, for
example, is that the immediate display of manuals, SOP’s and other
important documents on wearable devices (e.g., glasses) via PDF’s
or videos eliminates the need for these same documents in paper
form where they most often sit on a shelf and are cumbersome
to access
a One particularly poignant example of this is the instantaneous
language translation of documents while wearing glasses. For
example, by looking through the glasses, English language
documents are immediately translated into Spanish
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Design and Build
a Some CPGs report that they are using AR/VR technology in the
design and build process of new production facilities. They point
out that through this R&D phase they can discover and avoid
stumbling blocks in designing a new facility saving both time
and money prior to the actual construction of the facility
a CPGs note that one of the most significant benefits of using
AR/VR in the design and build process is getting all internal
stakeholders involved early in the process so that they
(engineering, operations, procurement, quality, etc.) see
firsthand and have input on the development of the facility even
before groundbreaking for actual construction

Factory Acceptance Testing
a While not (yet) a substitute for physical Factory Acceptance
Tests, some CPGs are using AR/VR technologies to conduct
virtual FAT’s. They cite factors that improve the potential ease
of preparation and execution of the FAT including savings in
time, money, travel costs and, especially the identification and
solution of bottlenecks much earlier in the process

Demos and Training
a For several OEMs, the use of AR/VR technologies have
provided them with a virtual way to demonstrate their
machines. As noted in the service and support section above,
CPGs view this as a key differentiator for them when choosing
an OEM for a project
a For both CPGs and OEMs, the use of AR/VR technologies is
creating exciting, new opportunities for training in the virtual
world. Most of the uses mentioned above can translate into
training opportunities

Use of AR/VR Technologies for Remote Equipment Access
For most CPGs and OEMs at
this year’s Summit, the use of
AR/VR technologies for remote
equipment access is in its early
stages. While some of the uses of
these technologies shown above
have had some positive effect on
remote equipment access, actual
implementation lags behind

The ongoing challenges
between IT (Information
Technology) and OT (Operations
Technology) account for much
of this lag as both look for ways
to bridge the gap between the
two while not compromising
the operational and business
protection of the enterprise
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GREATEST CHALLENGES IN IMPLEMENTING AR/VR TECHNOLOGIES

There is no shortage
of challenges identified
by both CPGs and
OEMs at this year’s
Summit regarding the
implementation of AR/VR
technologies. Categories
of challenges reviewed
below include Strategic
Direction, Security and
Privacy, Operational
Concerns, Workforce
Issues and Costs.

Strategic Direction
a Similar to one of the obstacles seen above
regarding robotics implementation, one of the
greatest challenges CPGs see to implementing
AR/VR technologies is simply determining what
you want to use them for. Again, they caution
about putting a solution before the very problem
you’re trying to solve. You need to understand
what you’re trying to accomplish first

Security and Privacy
a CPGs and OEMs agree that one of the greatest
challenges to successful implementation of
AR/VR technologies is getting through the IT
(Information Technology) infrastructure (e.g.,
firewalls), especially at the plant level. They
point out that there needs to be a concerted
educational effort to educate IT on the need for
these technologies and to explore ways to allow
it in. Otherwise, getting this technology through
will continue to be an issue
a CPGs also note that cybersecurity is not the
only security concern – they must also be
cognizant of disgruntled workers capable of
exposing plant operations and practices
a Yet another challenge CPGs face are the
privacy issues that arise when someone is
wearing glasses in a plant that may reveal
plant operations and practices inadvertently or
even intentionally. Additionally, there is some
pushback from workers regarding “Big Brother”
in the plant
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Operational Concerns
a One of the greatest challenges faced by CPGs who have to manage them and
OEMs who have to support them is the excess number of technology platforms
and devices both have to deal with. CPGs especially desire some standardization or
harmonization of platforms by all stakeholders as they point out that OEMs in some
cases are developing their own proprietary platforms thus adding to the number they
have to keep up with
a Another challenge for CPGs right now is obsolescence, the relatively short shelf life
for some of these technologies. They note that it is not unusual to purchase one of
them only to have a new version released within six months
a Network connectivity, battery life and bandwidth of some of the AR/VR devices also
present challenges for CPGs
a Some CPGs report that finding the right technology for AR/VR applications can
sometimes be difficult. They point out that they are looking for solutions that are
simple and user-friendly. They also note that putting the right software and hardware
together is not always easy
a One challenge for CPGs and OEMs is maintaining and updating the content of
documents, videos and other relevant information required for successful AR/VR
implementation as discussed in the document accessibility section above
a Both CPGs and OEMs stress that there needs to be greater collaboration between
them regarding the AR/VR implementation strategy that CPGs would like to put in
place. They note that there is a big opportunity to reduce downtime that works to
both their benefits

Workforce Issues
a As also seen in robotics implementation above, CPGs report that one of the greatest
challenges to overcome in implementing AR/VR technologies is worker resistance.
They also point out that progress can be made once workers see the WIFM (What’s
In it For Me) and begin to realize the benefits
a CPGs report that some users, especially technicians, don’t want to use devices of
any kind. They point out though that this is less an issue for younger workers than
older ones
a Regarding document accessibility, some CPGs report that many workers would
prefer looking at a paper manual rather than an interactive, virtual one
a Practically, some CPGs report motion sickness experiences with some of the virtual
devices that have impeded adoption of AR/VR technologies

Costs
a Like the obsolescence and robotics sections above, CPGs report that costs are an
ongoing concern regarding implementing AR/VR technologies
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BOX

SCORE

Here’s a snapshot of your shared ideas, ranked
according to number of audience votes.

AREAS IMPLEMENTING

52

Remote diagnostics and servicing

44

Remote access in and out of the
plant to implement technologies

20

AR/VR for training purposes

26

Lack of standard platforms

14

FAT

22

Security issues inside the plant

14

Education of management and IT

8
7
5
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VR for design build, addition or
brownfield

Digital twins

7

Privacy

6

Rate of change

CPG takes ownerhip of hardware for
remote diagnostics

4

Real time Data

4

Content delivery (work orders, etc.)

1

Virtual Machines
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CONCLUSION
As presented in the introduction to this
2019 Top-to-Top Summit report, Ogburn’s
observations on “cultural lag” – the gap between
technological innovations and people’s ability to
keep up with them – permeates throughout the
discussions of this year’s Summit participants.
For example:
When it comes to obsolescence management, they cite their
greatest challenges as keeping up with so many technology
platforms and anticipating what’s coming down the pike next. But in
order to narrow the gap, they cite proactive communications between
CPGs and OEMs and the ability to conduct risk assessments so they
can better understand the effects of obsolescence as the greatest
opportunities for solutions
Regarding robotics implementation, they cite the maturity of the
entire supply chain to handle automation as the greatest obstacle. And
while the technology is already available, they cite finding and training
a skilled workforce as their greatest and most formidable challenge in
utilizing the technology that when overcome could help narrow the gap
However, the gap is perhaps illustrated most ironically when it comes
to utilizing AR/VR technologies. Here, Summit participants cite remote
diagnostics and service as the most significant area that they are (or would
like to) implement these technologies. Ironically though, they cite blocked
remote access (people-imposed) as the greatest challenge they face even
though the technology is available

The value of Ogburn’s observations regarding “cultural lag” reflects
the value of PMMI’s suite of Continuous Improvement forums
in developing solutions to this “lag” – that the industry’s most
challenging problems, especially the technological ones addressed in
this report, can only be improved through Discovery, Discussion
and Solution!
Like the Vision 2025 reports, Top-to-Top Summit reports and OpX
Leadership Network work products before it, this report shows once
again that the continuing collaboration between CPGs, Contract
Packagers, OEMs and other suppliers can solve the most pressing
industry problems.
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